IBM C9550-512 Exam
Volume: 62 Questions

Question No: 1
The Business Action Language (BAL) Rule component provides a rule editor that allows authoring of
business rules using which technology?
A. XML or Java
B. General system services
C. Natural language technology
D. JavaScript and AJAX services
Answer: C

Question No: 2
What is the purpose of an event based undercover agent (UCA) in IBM Business Process Manager?
A. It ensures that timed events are triggering on schedule.
B. It monitors the transfer of tracking events into the Performance Data Warehouse (PDW).
C. It synchronizes shared business objects across one or more Business Process Definitions (BPD’s).
D. It calls a service to handle a message event or a content event targeted for a Business Process
Definition (BPD).
Answer: D

Question No: 3
Why would a developer use JavaScript in business process definitions?
A. It’s a way to declare variables to be used.
B. This is the only way to define business objects.
C. To create exposed process values for specific users.
D. To implement customized behavior in the process model.
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Answer: A

Question No: 4
When building an Ajax service, which statement is true regarding automatically synchronizing shared
business objects?
A. The settings are configurable.
B. The settings are always disabled.
C. The settings are set using a server script.
D. The settings are only available to administrators.
Answer: B

Question No: 5
What happens when converting BPDs to processes?
A. Sub processes are not converted.
B. Heritage human services and coaches are converted.
C. Linked processes and heritage human services are not converted.
D. References to linked processes and heritage human services need to be recreated.
Answer: C

Question No: 6
IBM Business Process Manager theme support is based on which open source CSS pre-complier?
A. CASS
B. LESS
C. SASS
D. PHP-LESS
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Answer: B

Question No: 7
Which two statements are true regarding task assignments? Select two.
A. To assign a team of subject matter experts, select a team for the “Experts Team” option.
B. A Team Filter Service can be used to dynamically configure the members of the team that is assigned
to the task.
C. When Assign To is set to “Team” the team that is assigned to the swim lane in the BPD will receive the
task at runtime.
D. Tasks assigned to “Lane”, “Team” or the deprecated task assignment options can be viewed in the
Team Performance dashboard.
E. A process variable is required in the “Team Filter Service Input Mapping” to receive the dynamic team
that is returned by the Team Filter Service.
Answer: C,D

Question No: 8
How can a BPM developer implement the invocation of an Ajax service that has four parameters on a
coach?
A. Pass the parameter data as serialized XML using a JavaScript function call.
B. Provide a callback function to send parameter data using a JavaScript function call.
C. Parameter data is passed as either serialized XML or serialized JSON via REST API call.
D. Parameter data is passed as serialized JSON either using a JavaScript function call or a REST API
call.
Answer: B

Question No: 9
The IBM Business Process Manager REST API only allows direct invocation of which two types of
services? Select two.
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A. AJAX
B. Human
C. Integration
D. Web Service
E. General system
Answer: A,B

Question No: 10
When defining a configuration option for a coach view, what does the “Group Name” option allow you to
do?
A. Map a list of business objects to the option.
B. Group all the configuration options in one collapsible section.
C. Apply a tag that can be searched using the Smart Folders feature.
D. Define a list object to hold all the configuration options with the same group name.
Answer: B

Question No: 11
Which playback phase focuses on defining user interfaces?
A. Playback 0
B. Playback 1
C. Playback 2
D. Playback 3
Answer: B

Question No: 12
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To begin debugging a Client-Side Human Service, which button must be clicked?

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: C

Question No: 13
Which statement is true regarding an Event subprocess?
A. It is reusable across Processes.
B. It will be invoked at least once when the parent process terminates.
C. It processes Intermediate Message Events modeled in the parent Process.
D. It must contain a single start event, which can be one of either Timer, Message, or Error.
Answer: D

Question No: 14
What are two aspects that might be impacted by excessive distance between the IBM Business Process
Manager on Cloud data center and an enterprise environment? Select two.
A. Automated backup
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